
Umbrella Swift / Skein winder 
A light weight compact metal swift which assures smooth operation and long life. It is ideal for reeling off light 
weight yarns as well as  winding on most threads and yarns. This swift easily adjusts to skein sizes up to 60”, main-
taining even tension through the flexible spokes and easily collapses into a compact form for storage in its molded 
storage case.

A skein is typically formed in 
a coil with the beginning and 
end tied together in a figure “8” 
fashion through the coil. Addi-
tional figure “8” ties are gener-
ally added to avoid tangling of 
the yarn. DO NOT REMOVE 
ANY TIES UNTIL THE SKEIN IS 
PLACED ON THE SWIFT.

The main components of the 
Swift are a Clamp, a Cen-
ter Shaft, a Spoke Cage and 
a Stop BloCk. The swift can 
be used in a vertical position, 
a horizontal position or a 45o 
position by locking the center 
support into any of the locking 
notches in the Clamp aSSemBly 
using the adjuSter nut. The 
Swift can be mounted either 
vertically or horizontally. The 
horizontal position, as shown, 
minimizes any tendency for the 
yarn to slip off and is preferred.

SET UP
With the SpokeS collapsed in the compact position, clamp the Swift to a table or other firm support with the Clamp 
aSSemBly by turning the Clamp knoB. Open your skein of yarn and prepare it for unwinding by putting it around 
both of your arms, in a untangled loop, stretching it by gently pulsing your arms as necessary.

Place this loop over the center of the collapsed Spoke Cage. Now open the Spoke Cage by pinching the Stop BloCk 
taBS and sliding the Stop BloCk on the Center Shaft till the Cage is restrained by the skein of yarn. Releasing the 
taBS will lock the BloCk in its new position, securing the skein on the Spoke Cage. 

Adjust the skein laterally as necessary so the threads are parallel and not twisted. Now Remove all the accessory ties 
and undo the tie formed by the beginning and end of the skein. Determine which end lies on top and pull a couple 
of turns to confirm. Adjust the skein if required.

The skein can now be converted into a more practical ball form by hand winding or by using a mechanical ball 
winder.

The Swift can alternately be used as Skein winder, converting a ball of yarn into a skein as would be required 
for dyeing by simply reversing the process. Open the Spoke Cage, lay end of yarn onto the the center of the cage 
and  rotate the Spoke Cage using the center mounted Crank , guiding on the thread from a wound ball or cone. 
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